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LINES AND SHAPES

While there are many lines in the painting, almost all the lines bend or 
contain a curve. Those that don’t and representative of the counting 
mechanism of the watch. On the left we can see the lines that count the 
seconds and in the top right we see the hours in roman numerals. There 
is a clear separation then, between the passage of time – which is frag-
ment in the painting – and the human ways we have of tracking it. 

In addition to the curved lines, the painting also employs circles. The 
circle is not only a mechanical element of a watch that allows the gears 
to turn and track time endlessly, but circles also represent infinity in the 
time we cannot possibly measure. The watch is thus fragmented to ex-
pose it’s pieces and our flawed attempts at tracking something that is 
beyond measure.

VALUES AND COLORS

The painting employs a start contrast between dark and light elements. 
The painter has distributed the light and dark elements in such a way 
that the eye is not sure where to focus and darts around the painting, try-
ing to reassemble to pieces and make meaning. 

In addition to the contrast between light and dark, the painting also uses 
a mixture of warm (The gold and yellow) colors and cool colors (the blues 
and the gray). This creates a sense of fluctuating feeling or a fondness 
and fear of time, and its passage, simultaneously. 

SCALE

The painting is quite large and the mere physicality of it demands atten-
tion.

 

“When forced to 

summarize the general 

theory of relativity in one 

sentence: Time and space 

and gravitation have no 

separate existence from 

matter.” - Albert Einstein
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DOMINANCE

nterestingly, what ground the piece in a particular time, for me, are the 
digits 483689. The serial number, placed at a key focal point on the can-
vas, calls to mind the words “manufacture” and “synthetic”. But it also 
makes me think about mans place in time and his temporality. Time is a 
thing of perpetuity, but the mechanisms we create to measure it are tem-
poral and glued to a specific moment within the expanse of time.

MOVEMENT

When I look at the painting I know it’s a watch, but it can’t tell time. It’s 
representative of time, but also our inability to create machines that can 
keep up with in. Given this, the painting might be viewed as a critique 
of human engineering and the fallibility of technological advancements, 
which, in time, will all be as useless as the watch

E x p r e s s i v e  P r o p e r t i e s
MOOD

The mood created is one that is contemplative about human existence 
and invention against the constructs of time. The way the clock is repre-
sented and the size of the painting makes me think of the universe. While 
a watch seems simple, it tracks infinity, and the expansive representation 
of the clock makes me consider that infinity across both time and space.
 

“Time is the longest 

distance between two 

places” - Tennessee 

Williams, The Glass 

Menagerie
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